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On-Site Report
All about a Customized
Trip to the Esquel Area
Editor Note: The trout fishing in Argentina just keeps on inspiring positive reports, as witness this one about a customized two-and-a-half-week trip to the
Esquel Area. Subscriber John Ritchey
has this to say about the trip and the
organizer of the trip, Argentina Waters.
uring the spring of 2016, a fishing pal (Danny Simms) and
I spent two and a half weeks
(March 17–April 6) fishing north and
south of Esquel, Argentina, the waters
of which drain the eastern slopes of
the Andes near the Chilean border. Our
hosts were Gonzalo and Laura Martinez, owners of Argentina Waters (www.
argentinawaters.com). Gonzalo met
us at the Esquel airport and from that

point forward he personally guided us
on a variety of fishing adventures within roughly a 120-mile radius of Esquel.
Esquel is about 170 miles south
of the better-known town of Bariloche.
The summer months of January and
February, are the prime months for

D

catching trout in western Argentina,
especially on a dry fly. But Danny and I
wanted to enjoy the clear weather typical of the autumn season in Argentina
and, at the same time, avoid the crowds
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of people that flee Buenos Aires’s hot
and humid summers. It turned out to
be a good plan, as we experienced only
one cold, rainy day and found the highways to be deserted, especially south of
Esquel. During 80 percent of our time
in Argentina, we saw no other fishermen where we were fishing, though
sometimes we did see a gaucho on his
horse.
In preparation for our trip, we
conveyed to Gonzalo our wish to fish
in remote, Patagonian alpine settings,
primarily in rivers, streams, and spring
creeks, as opposed to lakes. That turned
out to be a tall order. The region was
experiencing a multiyear drought and
some of the rivers were low and not
suitable for drift boat fishing that particular fall. Two well-known spring
creeks were almost dry. Because of the
low water conditions, we decided to
add several lakes to our itinerary, and
it was a good decision, as we regularly
landed trout up to five pounds at these
lakes. In fact, our most memorable fishing day was on a private lake in a gorgeous alpine setting, where we landed
numerous big rainbows on both the
surface and with streamers.
Some days, we would wade-fish
the entire day. Other days would find us
wade-fishing part of a day and spending
the rest of the time casting from Gonzalo’s custom-built wooden drift boat.
We also used his 13-foot raft to cast
streamers and terrestrials at reed banks
lining the mountain lakes we visited.
Space does not allow for day-by-day
fishing reports for a trip this long. Suffice it to say that we caught substantial
numbers of rainbows and browns using
classic western US dry flies, terrestrials, nymphs, and streamers on a dozen
famous and not-so-famous rivers and
streams. The waters we fished included
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the upper Rio Corcovado (big brook
trout), Rio Pico (small river with
browns and rainbows), Rio Futaleufú
(major river, large and small trout, plus
a fledgling king salmon run), Rio Nilson and Pampas (11- to 19-inch trout
mostly), Rio Rivadavia in Los Alerces
National Park (where the fish were educated and hook sensitive) and several
unnamed small streams. We also devoted one and a half days to fishing Lago
No. 3 south of Esquel, where we caught
two- to six-pound. rainbows. All of the
trout in Lago No. 3 were 16 inches or
larger. We also fished two days on two
private lakes deep within two different
private estancias, where we each landed
a dozen or more three- to five-pound
rainbows, mostly on streamers. Argentina Waters has the only guided access
to the latter two lakes.
Because of the low water, a good
bit of the stream fishing involved sight
fishing with dry fly offerings to trout
feeding in small pools and shallow
riffles. Each day, we caught at least
some trout in the 18- to 24-inch range,
with some days producing four- to
five-pound trout, especially when we
were fishing the lakes. Four- to sevenweight rods with floating lines were
appropriate, depending on the winds
and anticipated size of trout. I did find
it useful on several occasions to switch
to a 200-grain sink tip.
We could have chosen to dryfly-fish exclusively, I guess, and not
use streamers and nymphs at all, but
that decision would likely have meant
missing out on some very large trout.
With one exception (Rio Rivadavia),

the trout were not particularly selective
or hook shy on any of the waters we
fished.
Argentina Waters is a boutique
fly fishing guide service. They offer
personally customized trips of any
duration and focus on the type of fishing you like to do. They can handle
from one to six anglers at a time. They
fish two clients with one guide. All of
the guides are bilingual. Our personal
hosts, Gonzalo and Laura Martinez,
owners of Argentina Waters, were all
about maximizing our fishing experience. They worked long days, with the
fishing typically starting at 8:30 AM
and ending as late as 8:30 PM. On two
occasions, we did not get back to our
lodging until nearly 10:00 PM.
Gonzalo has spent more than 25
years exploring the Esquel region. He
guided for a number of years at several
of the better-known luxury lodges in
western Argentina before striking out
on his own. What we especially liked
about our trip was the opportunity to
fish in a variety of locations. Half of
the time we stayed in a quite nice ski
chalet in Esquel, driving each day to
untouched or lightly fished locations
30 to 60 minutes from town. We also
stayed for nearly a week at a large,
remote estancia about 150 miles south
of Esquel that had three rivers flowing
through it, including the Rio Pico. We
also spent a few days at a brand-new
lodge, Lago Rosario Lodge, 60 miles
north of Esquel. I should note that the
lodging at the large estancia was a bit
rustic, but part of the charm was staying on a working estancia, with no
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other fishermen being present. Gonzalo’s wife, Laura, generally prepared
both breakfast and dinner. She is the
real deal, having been trained as a chef
in France. Her specialty, however, is
Argentinean cuisine. Our lunches were
usually simple but tasty, with occasional special servings of the famous
Argentine asado, grilled on the spot
and always in dramatic settings. All
lunches and dinners were accompanied
by fine Argentine Malbec wines. By the
way, Gonzalo and Laura are about to
complete construction of a new, fourbedroom lodge near Los Alerces National Park. It is located in a beautiful
spot on a private lake. In my view, the
new lodge will be a suitable location
for several days of nearby fly fishing,
but not the best choice for additional
days if you want to see all of the fishing
areas Esquel offers.
As for the cost of our trip, once
we were in Esquel, all guide, transportation, lodging, food, and alcohol
costs (including Malbec wines) were
covered. I spent $9,200 for a little less
than three weeks of fly fishing, plus
three hotel nights in Buenos Aires. My
economy airline ticket from Durango,
Colorado, to Buenos Aires and back
cost me $1,840. I used 50,000 airline
miles to upgrade to business class for
the very long night flight from the US
to Buenos Aires. Yes, business-class
seats that convert into beds are nice!
The ticket to and from Esquel cost an
additional $645.
Fishing the Esquel region is similar
in some ways to fishing British Columbia, Alberta, and western Montana rivers and streams. But it is also fair to say
that many places we fished were unlike
anything we have experienced in North
America. One thing I really liked about
fishing with Argentina Waters was the
chance it gave us to fish a number of
spectacular western Patagonia locations
in a wide variety of ways: streamer
casting to reed banks in alpine lakes;
sight fishing private spring creeks;
walking from an estancia ranch house
to nymph- and dry-fly-fish three different rivers/streams on the same day;
fishing from a drift boat on major rivers
March 2017

. . . all of this while enjoying great cuisine and the gracious, warm company
of Gonzalo and Laura. If you want a
customized Argentinean fishing experience, I definitely recommend Argentina
Waters. Just be sure you devote at least
10 days to two weeks to your trip if you
want to experience all that western Patagonia has to offer.—John Ritchey.
Postscript: In a follow-up note, John
Ritchey added the following cautionary note regarding his airline travel
from Buenos Aires to Esquel and back:
“Fellow subscribers should note there
is currently only one daily flight from
Buenos Aires to Esquel. It is operated

by Aerolineas Argentinas. On our flight,
we were not allowed to bring our fly
rods onto the airplane as carry-ons or
gate-check them. We had to find room
in our luggage or check them as additional baggage. On another matter, it
is mandatory that US citizen visitors to
Argentina pay an Argentina visa fee online in advance of their departure from
the United States. We were told we had
to bring the bar-coded receipt with us
to the airline boarding area. Otherwise,
we would not be allowed to board the
plane.”
SPECIAL REPORT

Atlantic Salmon
What’s New in Iceland,
Norway, Ireland, More . . .
Editor Note: It’s that time of year again
when Atlantic salmon correspondent
Paul Marriner checks in with his eclectic and always interesting overview of
the previous year’s season. As usual,
he includes some provocative tips on
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places that should be hot in coming
months. Enjoy!
Kola Peninsula: Since acquiring
the Fly Fisher Group and the rights to
the Umba River (see Angling Report,
April 2016), Roxtons (www.roxtons.
com) is arguably the foremost provider
of European salmon fishing, including some of the most famous rivers on
the Kola Peninsula of Russia. Charlie
White, Roxtons Director of Fishing,
tells me results there this past year were
depressed by an early heat wave. The
Varzuga, with an average catch/rod/day
of six fish, many being large salmon,
had blanks for the first time in 25 years
of Roxtons’s management, he says.
Landings managed to reach only half
the seasonal average. Fortunately, for
the two anglers who fished hard without
result, the company has a clause in its
booking conditions that states, “If you
fish hard for the week but sadly blank,
we will give you your rod for free the
following year.” A somewhat later river,
the Yokanga, also suffered from the hot
weather but still yielded a record number of 30-pound salmon early on (10
in the first two weeks). Roxtons’s first
year on the Umba, which is fished in the
fall, was a difficult one salmon-wise, as
the summer heat wave was followed by
rain, rain, and more rain. Charlie White
says their results were less than half of
what they expected. Nevertheless, most
guests were sufficiently impressed to rebook, he says. As for the Ponoi, it lived
up to its reputation as the most consistent producer of excellent Atlantic salmon fishing anywhere, a reputation it has
maintained, by the way, in spite of its
very long season extending from May
to early October. This past season’s bad
weather (early hot weather followed by
heavy rain) barely impacted the river’s
average of five fish/rod/day. Frontiers
Travel (www.frontierstravel.com) and
their Russian partner continue to upgrade the Ryabaga Camp facilities. The
changes to the Varzina River Club offerings detailed in last season’s report were
positively received. Only a few rods at
the remote camps remain available at
this writing. Varzina River Club’s Stanislav Gorbounov tells me that returns of
Volume 30, Number 3
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large salmon were up, while grilse numbers declined somewhat. This situation
was echoed on the Kharlova and other
rivers of the Atlantic Salmon Reserve.
Iceland: While many rivers here
saw record or well-above-average
returns in 2015, the 2016 season produced more typical numbers. Of course,
there were exceptions. Although the
Miðfjarðará’s catch fell by almost 20
percent, for example, it still had its
second-best year on record. With a
catch/rod/day of nearly 4.5, it was this
year’s most productive river in terms of
total catch. The West Ranga retained its
overall crown, improving on 2015 and
yielding some four salmon/rod/day. One
of the year’s highlights was a noticeable increase in the number of salmon
in the 20-pound class. Some believe the
spreading adoption of catch-and-release
policies is responsible. It is perhaps a
little early to tell if this is a trend, but
there were reports of good fish being
taken all season. One of the most noteworthy was a 28-pound male taken by
an angler named Eric Clapton. At the
time it was caught, it was the season’s
largest. It was landed and released on
the Vatnsdalsá in northeast Iceland, a
catch-and-release, fly-fishing-only river
since 2000.
Turning to Lax-A (www.lax-a.net),
a major Icelandic angling outfitter, it
controls two of the four top-producing
salmon rivers (East Ranga and Blanda),
as well as a month in prime time on the
West Ranga. While these are the company’s headliner streams, it controls
14 others, several of which are in the
top 10. In 2017, it will have a new and
unique opportunity on offer: namely,
access to the Leirvogsá, a two-rod river
a mere 20-minute drive from downtown
Reykjavik. Anglers will stay in the city
but fish in a surprisingly rural river valley. Salmon are found in a five-mile
section featuring 35 marked pools that
yield about three salmon/rod/day.
Þröstur Elliðason of Angling Service Strengir (www.strengir.com) is
another of my regular correspondents.
For 2017 he says Strengir will be offering a section of the upper Jokl, their
featured river in the lower reaches. The
March 2017

upper section has been opened only recently (2012). Returns are building, but
they are not yet substantial enough to
make this an appropriate opportunity for
an angler on his first visit to Iceland in
search of Atlantic salmon. I recommend
it as an exploratory option for regular
visitors.
I’ve allotted a little more space than
usual to Iceland because, in my opinion,
it offers several advantages for American anglers. For starters, flights from
the eastern United States are short and
reasonably priced. Also, at least at present, the exchange rate is quite favorable
for Americans. Then, too, there is the
matter of consistent catches. With all
the usual caveats, it is a fact that Iceland
has earned a good reputation for consistency. Moreover, as Peter McLeod
of Aardvark McLeod (www.aardvarkm-

cleod.com) pointed out to me recently,
many Icelandic venues offer the possibility of a shared rod. This might seem
less than interesting until one considers
that nine hours of peak fishing are available and the per person cost is virtually
halved.
United Kingdom and Ireland:
In last year’s summary I featured the
Tyne River in northeast England. While
the numbers retreated somewhat this
past season from the excellent results
of 2015 due to a weak fall run, they
remained above the five-year average.
Most other UK salmon rivers reported
results that exceeded the five-year average, but only a few beat the great results
of 2015. The aforementioned weak fall
run suppressed the Tweed’s numbers,
for example, and the Aberdeenshire Dee
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continued to struggle after a devastating
spring flood. On the upside, the Dee did
show improved grilse numbers. Two
highland rivers, the Naver and Thurso,
are showing phenomenal increases after
the Scottish government implemented
a moratorium on mixed-stock coastal
fisheries. Other rivers also showed
improvement, as witness this report
from one my contacts in that part of the
world: “I am pleased to report that the
River Wye has had its best season of
the 21st century, recording a rod catch
of 1,670 salmon, of which 75 were over
20 pounds. Two weighed more than 40
pounds. Fish were caught right through
the season, with May proving to be the
most productive month. It was particularly encouraging to see a good grilse
run, something I haven’t seen for 20
years!” That same correspondent noted
that while the Spey and Tay had reasonable spring runs (the Spey actually had
its best spring run since 2008), the remainder of the season was underwhelming. With the UK having the year’s
earliest significant salmon angling, it’s
encouraging to see the renewed strength
of the springer populations. Typically,
one can find opportunities on all these
rivers. First-timers are well advised to
use a booking agent, but sites like www.
fishpal.com offer experienced travelers
a multiplicity of choices. Don’t forget,
as I once did, that Scottish salmon angling is closed on Sunday.
The Moy, Ireland’s most productive salmon river, had a disappointing
season. While slightly improved over
2015, catches remained some 25 percent below the 10-year average. The
Moy is located in the northwest, and it
flows into Killala Bay, offering visitors
a long season and a variety of fishing
opportunities. You can begin exploring
the possibilities by contacting the Tiernan Brothers in Foxford (www.themoy.
com).
Scandinavia: The Scandinavian
country of Norway is seductive because of its reputation for producing
the world’s largest salmon. However,
its rivers can often be very stingy. Here
is how Charlie White of Roxtons put
it: “To my mind, Norway is the perfect
Volume 30, Number 3
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country to visit towards the end of one’s
fishing career when you have done
everything else. There is no doubt that
country harbors some really big fish
(the Alta, Lakselva, Resia, and Gaula
being the most obvious rivers to target),
but you need to be prepared to put the
work in and make the most of every
opportunity that comes your way.” That
warning aside, I’m happy to point out
that the aforementioned Gaula offered
plenty of opportunities in 2016, reporting a fine season of more than 5,000
rod-caught salmon, an improvement on
its excellent 2015 numbers.
Elsewhere in Scandinavia, when
I see the number 100,000 used in connection to a salmon river, I pay attention. This was the 2016 run of fish in
the Torne River, also known as Tornio.
With a record 2.5 million smolts leaving
the river in the spring of 2016, hopes
are high for record returns in 2017.
The Tornio rises in Sweden, but it then
marks the border between Finland and
Sweden until the Muonio enters the
system just downstream of the impressive Kengis Bruk rapids in Swedish
Lapland. Long (317 miles) and wide (up
to a quarter of a mile), the Torne is now
one of the most productive salmon rivers in the world. Baltic salmon running
the river feed and grow in the Baltic Sea
but are genetically identical to Atlantic salmon. The Torne has a relatively
short season (June, July, and August),
but insomniacs can fish 24 hours a day
courtesy of the midnight sun. So why
isn’t this a prime international salmonfishing destination? In the lower sections it’s a very big river and primarily
fished from boats by trolling or harling
(a method of angling for salmon in a
large river that involves trailing a fly
behind a boat while it is rowed back and
forth from bank to bank). Also, local an-

glers have not been anxious to advertise
their good fortune. Angling promotion
outside Scandinavia and the development of salmon fishing lodges there has
only a 10-year history.
At present, the fly fishing action
on this river is still focused only on the
upper reaches and/or on tributaries. An
example is the Lainio River in Swedish Lapland. A fishing lodge there that
promotes salmon angling is Camp Onka
(www.camponka.com). They have exclusive double-bank fishing on 5.5 miles
of river water split into three beats.
Prices (double occupancy) are very,
very reasonable. Return flights from
New York to the nearest airport on SAS
are under $1,000. Contact Jay Bartlett
at flyfishscandinavia@gmail.com for
booking and additional information.
Despite the proximity to their free-

taking Kola cousins, Baltic salmon have
earned a hard-to-hook reputation. One
connection a day is considered a reasonable return for your efforts. The average
weight of fish here is substantial at 17
pounds, with plenty of those tipping the
scales between 20 and 40 pounds. Big
fresh fish are the target in June, but August offers the best chance of success.
Asked how I would describe this opportunity, I’d call it an adventure travel spot

for experienced salmon anglers.
Canada: A major heat wave in July
and August affected many Canadian rivers, reducing catches and possibly negatively impacting future returns. On the
bright side, the decline in numbers this
past season should result in an increase
this year in the number of large salmon,
which should result in a good spawning cycle. On the downside, there was
a drop in the grilse returns. A few rivers
bucked this trend, to be sure, including
the Matane on the Gaspé Peninsula.
Now a catch-and-release river for large
salmon after August 1, it saw a 50 percent increase in landings over last year
(considered a good year too). Another
river that produced a good season despite the heat was the Miramichi. And,
although my annual Restigouche trip
was canceled due to low water, a friend
cheered me up with tales of a heavy run
of very large salmon showing up there
after the early September rains.
Insular Newfoundland’s season
can be summed up as follows: south
coast (poor); western rivers (average);
northern peninsula (good). My conclusion from anecdotal reports is that
Labrador rivers had a below-average
season. Lest that sound too downbeat,
I should hasten to add that a friend of
mine who guides on the Flowers River
in Labrador tells me that none of his
sports have blanked since he began
guiding at Flowers River Lodge (www.
flowersriver.com). Moreover, a reasonable proportion of the early runners
here tip the scales around the 20-pound
mark, he tells me. Most of the wading is
very easy, and the fishing is suitable for
all ages and abilities (see the July 2012
issue for a subscriber report). Bottom
line: one doesn’t have to travel overseas
to find consistent Atlantic salmon angling.—Paul Marriner.

Briefly Noted
Things to Do . . . Places to Go . . . New Developments
 Subscriber David Sylstra has just
the place you’ve been looking for if
you share his love of splashy topwater
action, namely, Hayward, Wisconsin.
March 2017

He writes: “I have fished quite a bit and
have spent more money than I want
to admit catching creatures that I then
proceed to release. At this point, I have
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quit counting fish, rarely measure them,
don’t carry a scale, and often leave my
camera in its case, preferring to just use
my phone. Lots of my fishing partners
Volume 30, Number 3
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think I’m nuts, and, well, maybe I am,
but there is one thing I live for after
years of fishing, and that is The Take .
. . The Splashy Rise . . . The Topwater
Bite. Call it what you want, I prefer to
call it The GRAB!
“The GRAB can be difficult to
find, in my experience. I just spent a
week in Alaska fishing for rainbows
and char and didn’t catch one fish on
top. No GRABS at all. Not that I didn’t
try! There is one place I have found that
has GRABBY fish, however: it’s central
Wisconsin around the town of Hayward.
Hands down, this area has some of the
GRABBIEST fish in the country.
“I learned about these fish on a
fall musky fishing trip with guides Stu
Neville and Erik Huber of the Hayward
Fly Fishing Company (http://haywardflyfishingcompany.com/). When I told
them about my fixation on GRABBY
fish, they told me the local smallmouth
fishing in spring and summer was exceptional. I would get continuous action,
aggressive fish, and as many GRABS
as I could handle, they told me. I had
fished smallmouths before in Oregon,
Washington, and California, and, while I
caught fish, it was always with nymphs,
buggers or crayfish patterns fished deep.
My favorite fly, the Clouser Minnow,
was designed for smallmouth bass.
What do smallmouths have to do with
GRABBY fish, I wondered?
“Intrigued, I conferred with Larry
Mann, owner of the Hayward Flyfishing Company, and I wound up booking
three days in late June. At that point, he
assured me, the smallmouths would be
off their spawn and ready to eat.
“Indeed, the fish were ready to eat
when I arrived and proceeded to fish the
Namekagon, Chippewa, and St. Croix
Rivers from drift boats brought in from
the Boulder Boat Works Company in
Colorado. The fishing was just plain
spectacular. Great weather, beautiful surroundings, and willing fish that
GRAB a fly off the surface in a splashy
take. It was the kind of fishing that
sends your pulse rate up and makes you
whoop. The norm was 30 to 40 fish a
day.
“A typical smallmouth trip here
March 2017

begins with a 7 AM meeting at the fly
shop. You convoy from there to the putin, launch the boat, and start casting!
Great holding water seemed to be everywhere. If you can cast past the end of
the boat, you will catch fish here. Smallmouth are not spooky, and the Hayward
guides can slide right up next to a likely
spot so you can flop a cast out there.
This was the preferred technique of my
lovely wife, Dotti, who used the flop
cast to great benefit and caught some
beautiful fish.
“I love to cast, particularly from
the front of a drift or flats boat and
these waters were a dream. There are
hundreds of likely holding spots; most
are close to the bank, next to a downed
tree, or in a back eddy. You just know
there is a fish waiting for you to drop a
fly on his head so he can GRAB it. Pur-

ists stand back! The fly of choice was
The BoogleBug in bright chartreuse.
We used plenty of others (Dhalbergs
and minnows, etc.), but we always came
back to the BoogleBug.
“Guide Stu Neville helped hone my
technique by drifting down the middle
of the river offering multiple shots to
likely holding spots. He would call out
upcoming shots so I could anticipate
them and would back row to hold us in
place so I could make multiple casts to
fishy-looking water. The result was dozens of explosive, splashy takes, plenty
of fish to the boat, and hours of constant
action. No indicators, no stripping, no
sinking lines, just great topwater action. Most of the fish were in the two- to
three-pound range with an occasional
four-pounder or better mixed in. These
are hard-pulling fish, full of fight.
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“All in all, this was some of the
most fun fishing I have ever done. Yes,
you can use the flop cast here. But if
you can do it, this fishing encourages
you to lay out a 60-foot cast and drop
your fly in a little pocket of slow water next to a log. This is not at all like
fishing to the same rising trout for two
hours on the Henry’s Fork. Mind you, I
like both kinds of fishing, but catching a
boatload of fish in a day the way we did
here was just plain great!
“Holidays and weekends often draw
crowds of rafters and canoeists to these
waters, but the Hayward Fly Fishing
Company guides I fished with know
where the fish are and how to avoid the
crowds. Stu Neville dragged and slid
his boat over rocks, riprap, and boulders
one day so we could launch in a littleused area of the river. The guides here
supply all needed gear, including flies,
rods, reels, and lunch.
“The Hayward, Wisconsin, area
has numerous motels, restaurants, and
quaint shops. It is also home to the
Freshwater Fishing Hall of Fame, which
is worth a visit. Arrange your lodging
in advance if you book a trip, as there
may not be any available space when
you arrive. The closest airport is Minneapolis–St. Paul International (MSP). It’s
a hub airport, which means reasonable
airfares, even bargains, can be found.
I flew Southwest Airlines and stayed
at the Northwoods Motel (www.northwoodsmotelhayward.com). It was clean
and reasonable. Hayward is about a twoplus-hour drive from MSP. Enjoy!”
 Following on last month’s report
about Mayaguana, here is another remote Bahamian island to consider. Subscriber Elbert Bivins spent some time
recently on Great Inagua, which is
way down south, almost to Cuba. As we
have reported before, Great Inagua has
a robust do-it-yourself fishing program
on offer by Vince Tobia of Cattaraugus
Creek Outfitters (www.cattarauguscreekoutfitters.com). The program is
based at a remote camp operated by a
former BATELCO employee, Henry
Hugh. With that background, here is
what Bivins has to say about his recent
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trip:
“Hurricane Matthew dealt Inagua a severe blow this past October
and the signs of it were still much in
evidence when our group was there in
mid-December. All beachfront structures were damaged or destroyed and
the roads were left a mess. The Morton
Salt facility, the island’s main employer,
was knocked out of action. The company maintains pumps that push clean
seawater through canals into a massive
300,000-acre inland lake and from there
into evaporation (or drying) ponds.
These pumps create a current that attracts fish to the numerous canals and
culverts under the road system in and
around the lake. The pumps were inoperable when we were there, so the lake
water was unusually dirty and without
its normal current. We still found small
to mid-sized tarpon at all the usual
spots, but they were not quite as ready
to eat as they usually are.
“We had planned to spend time
at Henry Hugh’s oceanfront Outback
Lodge, about an hour from Matthew
Town, but the place was still being repaired from the hurricane, so we stayed
at Enrica’s Guest House, one of several in Matthew Town, and it was very
satisfactory. The food we were served
was excellent Bahamian fare. We were
able to get around the island just fine in
SUVs provided with drivers by Henry
Hugh. The road system is quite simple,
and we had maps showing the principal
fishing spots. Vince Tobia of Cattaraugus Creek Outfitters was with us on this
trip.
“One of the most enjoyable things
about Inagua is the variety of fishing venues. In addition to the abovementioned canals and culverts, you can
blind-cast from the beach by the lighthouse or wade and sight-cast in shallow
oceanfront flats. You can do more of the
latter in some of inland-lake bays and in
the creek system that leads to flats near
Outback Lodge. In addition to goodsized bonefish and tarpon, you can catch
jacks, triggerfish, barracuda, and the
occasional snook around Great Inagua.
Our group of six caught some of all of
these. We had especially good success
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on the oceanfront flats on a rising tide,
as well as on the inland flats.
“The oceanfront flats are uniformly
hard with easy walking and good visibility. The inland flats, on the other
hand, can be mucky in spots, so some
care is advised. Younger, lighter guys
than me had no trouble. At one point, I
had to crawl out of a soft spot on hands
and knees with the rod in my teeth,
and it was not pleasant. Because of the
remoteness of the area, the occasional
muck, and other normal hazards associated with fishing, keeping a partner or
guide in sight is a good idea on Great
Inagua. Our group was essentially selfguided, and that worked fine. We only
used Henry and his small flats boat to
access the creek about a mile from his
lodge. He is getting a larger boat, so
near-shore trolling beyond the reef is

about to add another dimension to his
program.
“Great Inagua is strictly a fisherman’s island. There are no beach resorts
here or any real tourist activities other
than sightseeing and birdwatching. We
had the island virtually to ourselves,
except for one small group of fishermen
who were staying with another guide.
We encountered them only at the airport.
“The mountains of salt at the Morton facility are something to see. The
landscape varies from scrub-covered
rocky hills to post-Armageddon vistas
in some places. There is wildlife of interest from burrowing owls to herds of
wild donkeys. On other trips, we have
seen the latter only as they ran away, but
this time we had a small herd studying
us for a while from a distance of about
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70 yards. The roads are something to
behold. In places, you have to pick up
speed to get through sandy patches.
Elsewhere, your forward progress is
slowed to walking speed by bumps and
ridges and rock outcroppings.
“Getting to Great Inagua requires
an overnight in Nassau, as is the case
with most trips to the Out Islands. My
advice is to stay near the airport, not
downtown. It may also be necessary to
overnight on your way back home due
to Bahamasair flight delays. I point out
all these things and hasten to add that
the negatives in going to Great Inagua
are minor and few. It’s just important,
I think, to tell the whole story in a trip
report like this. Our fishing this trip was
a bit off the mark due to the amount of
fresh water in the inland lake and the
lack of current there due to the pumps
being down. It was still plenty good
overall. The entire cost of our land package was about $2,250 per person. I’ll be
back.”
Postscript: At press time, Vince Tobia
dropped us this note that contains a
few important clarifications: “The cost
of Bivins’s trip was pushed up slightly
because they wanted drivers for their
cars. Also, they arranged for a boat trip
that is not a normal part of the Inagua
Trip Package. Typically, a one-week trip
with food and lodging at Henry Hugh’s
Outback Lodge cost $1,935. As for the
Morton Salt pumps, the company did
have one small pump running for at
least a few of the days we were there. Of
course, the normal amount of sea water
was not being pumped in, and that did
make normally clear parts of the lake a
bit murky. Nonetheless, the tarpon were
there. We hooked a bunch and landed a
couple, but it is undeniable that the tarpon fishing was slow. Guests who fished
two weeks before we did had much better success. As for hurricane damage, I
would say that the lodge is habitable at
this point. Neither of the two cottages
sustained damage inside, and that is also
true of the dining room and bar area.
There is just a lot of sand and debris
on the outside grounds that needs to be
cleaned up, and some of the catwalks
connecting the buildings need to be
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fixed. These repairs will be taken care of
by the time your subscribers read this.”
 How are striped bass along the
Northeast Coast faring these days? Not
so well, according to the latest annual
fishing survey conducted by Stripers
Forever (www.stripersforever.org), the
national striped bass conservation organization that supports making stripers
a sportfishing-only species. The newly
released survey, which canvasses striped
bass anglers from North Carolina to
Maine, did show a slight uptick in angler satisfaction with fishing results,
but the uptick is from a very low point,
namely, it indicates only 66 percent of
reporting anglers said fishing was worse
or much worse in 2016 than during the
past five years. Previously, 81 percent
of reporting anglers said it was worse or
much worse.
Brad Burns, president of Stripers
Forever, says the improvement seems
to have come from more small bass
being available along the coast in the
early part of the season. In both 2015
and 2016, he says, most anglers reported
that the fish were smaller than they were
used to catching. As regards big fish,
he says a number of comments were
received from very experienced anglers
and guides who said that large bass were
much harder to find. “One highly experienced recreational angler from Martha’s Vineyard, fishing from the beach,
told us he landed keeper-size (28-inch
or larger) stripers on only 23 percent of
his outings in 2016. That was by far the
lowest ever for him, down from an average of 54 percent from 2002 through
2014,” Burns says. “With the older-year
classes declining in numbers, there is no
likely reversal in sight of that negative
trend as the coastal commercial fishery is still focused on killing the large
breeder-size fish. At best the situation is
very precarious.”
Burns says a clear majority of anglers responding to the 2016 Stripers
Forever survey believe that the large
stripers so vital to the future spawning
should not be harvested, and that a high
percentage of the current commercial
catch should be set aside for conservaMarch 2017

tion. Further, 77 percent of all Stripers
Forever members are willing to buy a
striper stamp to finance a buyout of the
commercial striped bass fishery. The
complete results of the annual survey
and all comments from both guides and
anglers are available for viewing under
“News” at www.stripersforever.org.
 If you have ever wanted to fish the
Kamloops area of British Columbia,
here is a crash course on the spot that
will collapse your learning curve and
perhaps help keep you from making
some mistakes. It was sent to us last
month by Honor Roll subscriber Lee
Ann Ross, who volunteered the information out of a desire to help fellow subscribers. Thanks, Lee Ann!
“Most fly fishers have heard of the
outstanding lake fishing in the Kam-

loops area of British Columbia, where
there are more than 100 lakes to choose
from. Some lakes can be fished from the
shore, but most people use some sort of
floating platform. I’ve seen float tubes,
pontoon boats, prams, kayaks, and motorboats. Personally, I’m partial to my
pontoon boat with an electric motor. I
bring two batteries and a solar charger,
swapping batteries each day.
“Chironomid fishing is very productive here, along with the usual
scuds, leeches, and dragon and damsel
nymphs. A quick-release indicator facilitates chironomid and balanced leech
fishing. Five and six weight rods are
perfect, paired with most any kind of
floating platform. BC angling rules allow for only one barbless hook.
“Kamloops is a great place for an
individual angler, a group of anglers, or
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a family to take a first-class vacation.
Our Central Oregon Flyfishers Club
has taken an annual trip here for many
years. It is an ideal place for a large
group because members can disperse
to many different lakes. Our group has
ranged in size from 15 to 40 or so over
the years. We bring a club trailer loaded
with cooking gear and tables, and everyone takes turns cooking breakfast and
dinner. It’s a great way to fish new waters and build club camaraderie.
“For some years, we have camped
at Leighton Lake, but we plan to switch
to Tunkwa next year. Leighton and
Tunkwa form a 5,100-hectare park at
an elevation of 3,750 feet. You can’t
reserve campsites ($18) in advance, but
we have never had a problem getting
space. There are both individual and
group campsites available, and the area
is only 15 minutes from Logan Lake,
where you can find food, gas, and the
necessities of life. For those who don’t
want to camp, Tunkwa Lake Resort has
cabins. You can buy a fishing license
in Logan Lake or online. An eight-day
nonresident license is $50, while an annual is $80.
“Cell phone service can be spotty
locally, and it can be expensive. Check
with your provider to see what packages they offer in Canada. Verizon, for
example, allows you to use your current
plan, including data, for $2 per day.
“The border crossing is usually
very easy. Just don’t bring firearms, bear
spray, or fruits and vegetables. You will
need a valid passport. You can go online
(www.cbsa-asfc.gc.ca) to see what the
average wait time is at various border
crossings.
“Over the years, our club has compiled numerous hand-drawn maps of the
nearby lakes, but these have become unnecessary with the advent of cell phones
and GPS technology. The websites
www.fishbc.com and www.gofishbc.
com have descriptions of each lake and
directions on how to reach them, as well
as bathymetric maps. Apps available
include ifishbc. General information can
be found at www.tourismkamloops.com.
“For more in-depth information,
Rainbow Trout Fly Fishing: A Guide to
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Still Waters by Ron Newman is a compilation of over 30 years of research on
fishing for rainbows in the Kamloops.
Also, this area is home waters for the
renowned lake fisherman Brian Chan.
He has tons of YouTube videos describing how to fish BC waters, as well as
how to tie local patterns. If you would
like to get a sense of the area, check
out the following video of the Central
Oregon Flyfishers 2016 trip: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=bzgXk_
i6G3o&t=116s.”
 Last month we published a lengthy
item admitting we appear to have erred
in our coverage of the new catch-andrelease arapaima programs in Brazil
and Guyana by giving undue credit to
reports of a high mortality rate associated with this activity. We planned to
end our coverage of the subject with
that item, but some new feedback we
have received from subscriber William
A. Douglass deserves to be aired. It
doesn’t change our view that we were
fundamentally wrong in our outlook,
but it does provide some new food for
thought. Our thanks to William A. Douglass for weighing in.
“We catch-and-release anglers care
deeply about the survival rate of our
quarry. The Angling Report in a recent
issue requested feedback on this topic,
particularly regarding arapaima. I have
personal experience that may be useful.
It was my privilege to fish for arapaima
twice on Guyana’s Rewa River. My
partner, Gary Aka, and I were the first
two paying guests at Rewa Ecolodge in
the fall of 2012, in fact, and the following year we returned for a second week
that involved exploring the upper reaches of the drainage to the point where a
waterfall makes it impassable. All of our
fishing was in lagoons off the main river.
“After the first week, Gary and
I had hooked 32 fish and landed 11.
At that time, there had probably been
fewer than 50 arapaima ever caught on
fly gear, so we probably held the record
at that point for most taken and the
largest landed (I landed an estimated
250-pounder). I can’t remember our
total count after the second year, but it
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must have been in the high teens.
“I am certain that we caused only
one fish to die. During our first week,
there were two fish biologists in camp
who were studying arapaima behavior.
They wished to implant tracking devices
in the stomachs of a dozen or so fish in
order to follow their movements and determine if they return to the same lagoon
each year to spawn after scattering when
the rainy season converts the jungle into
one vast lake. But there was a problem.
The fish were enormous and, indeed,
physically dangerous due to their size.
At that point, they had not devised an
effective technique for netting and prepping the fish (they did so subsequently).
So they asked to come along to ‘operate’ on our quarry. They were present
when I caught my big fish.
“To land such prodigious fish it was

first necessary to fight them to exhaustion. Our Indian guides would even
poke an arapaima brought alongside the
boat with their push pole to make it run
again. They wanted it lying on its side.
The fish were pretty much too large to
boat, and the drill was to get into the
water with the fish, remove the fly, take
some photos, carefully revive it, and
then let it go. Too fresh a fish would be
capable of breaking a man’s leg.
“In the case of my biggest fish, we
subdued it and four of us got into the
water to lift it halfway above the surface for several photos. At that point,
the head biologist, Lesley de Souza,
rolled it onto its back, slit its stomach
open, inserted the tracking device, and
sewed the fish back up. Unfortunately,
attempts to revive the fish after all that
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were unpromising. After maybe 20
minutes, it seemed to be breathing some
but not improving. Our guide let it go,
and it slipped from sight. He was not
optimistic. A day or so later we were all
devastated when Lesley returned after
attempting to track my fish with her radio. They found it dead on the bottom,
maybe 15 feet from the release point.
“I have several comments on all
this. First, these waters are full of large
black caimans that clearly eat fish, even
big ones. We actually retrieved and revived one arapaima that a caiman had
ambushed after we released it. That fish
had been held partly out of the water in
the caiman’s mouth for several hundred
yards, and yet we were able to get it to
release the fish (about a hundred-pounder), at which point we successfully
revived it. Obviously, I cannot say for
certain that fish, and others we caught,
did not die and become a food source
for caimans, but it is significant that we
found my big one lying intact on the
bottom where it died.
“Second, there is the matter of
Grassy Lagoon. It is the arapaima destination closest to Rewa Ecolodge, only
a few minutes away by boat and a short
walk through the forest. One end of that
lagoon is the most prolific stretch that
we (and others) have found in the entire
Rewa drainage. At any given time, there
can be four or five fish rolling there simultaneously. There are clearly dozens
of arapaima there in a stretch of a few
hundred yards, and we targeted that
area over and over again. We probably
caught half of our fish there. Despite our
heavy activity there, we never saw any
indication of a dead arapaima, nor did
our Indian guides mention that possibility. Indeed, they were confident in their
ability to revive every fish so long as it
was done as quickly as possible.
“I will conclude with another observation. Many of us fish for bonefish,
and they tend to be quite territorial.
Which is to say that individual bonefish,
if they survive, are likely to have been
caught several times. We all know that
releasing a bonefish can be tricky when
sharks and barracuda are around. If you
want to ascertain whether your fish has
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been caught before, examine its mouth.
There tends to be a little round dark scar
where the hook entered. I have caught
bonefish with four or five such scars.
All of which would suggest that catch
and release, done properly, is pretty efficacious.”
 More feedback on the arapaima
issue in Guyana came to light after
the item above was edited, and it also
deserves airing. We are still confirming
some of the allegations that follow, so
we are not mentioning any operators
by name at this point, or the name of
the subscriber who sent us the allegations. This is darker stuff indeed, which
may be behind the reports that led us to
question unfairly whether sport fishermen should be involved at all in arapaima fishing throughout South America.
Perhaps our original report should have
focused on Guyana alone? You be the
judge.
According to our source, the arapaima situation in Guyana is complicated
at the very least. For starters, he says
most of the companies have not yet cooperated in an ongoing effort to license
all of the companies involved in arapaima fishing. One major company is not
confining its activity to fly fishing ei-

ther, allowing the use of lures and bait.
“Local guides I spoke with say several
fish have died from stress,” he writes.
“This is happening at a camp that is
not licensed by the government. Moreover, when the tourists are not there,
the locals at this camp are catching and
selling arapaima for money, which is
against the law in Guyana.”

The government has a ban on harvesting/fishing for arapaima, he goes on
to write, but local villages are allowed
to issue catch-and-release permits to
tourist fishermen. The going rate for
a “village permit” is $200, our source
says. Importantly, villagers who are
taking part in this kind of arapaima
commerce are supposed turn over to
the government names and passport

numbers of all their client fishermen.
In fact, many of them are not gathering
this data. What’s developing is a sort
of free-for-all, apparently, around the
government’s decision to issue catchand-release permits. Worse still, this is
occurring in an area where unlicensed
fishing operators have long been taking
anglers far upriver to fish for arapaima
by every means imaginable, ignoring government regulation and Indian
claims.
“Guyana has the largest number of
unharvested and protected arapaima in
the world,” our source says, “but I predict the fish will fall soon to the endangered levels that prevail throughout the
rest of the Amazon Basin, namely, in
Brazil, Ecuador, Peru, and Colombia. In
my travels throughout the jungle regions
of Guyana, I have heard stories of locals
catching up to two tons of dried/salted
fish in one session by throwing nets
across rivers and ponds. The arapaima
are being transported downriver to be
sold in Georgetown, or smuggled on
jungle roads to the border town of Lethem, Brazil.”
Postscript: Anyone with contrary or
confirming feedback is urged to weigh
in. Write: doncausey@anglingreport.
com.

OUTFITTER CRITIQUES

The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly
This section of The Angling Report is based entirely on subscriber-written Fishing Trip Report Forms. Our policy on these forms is to publish excerpts in the newsletter of Angler Network Forms as received without censorship. Agents, guides, lodge operators, and/or outfitters who disagree with anything said about them in this
section are free to submit a rebuttal. As a subscriber, you can help extend the reach of this program by filing a Fishing Trip Report Form yourself. You should find one
inside this issue of your newsletter. Alternately, you can file a report online by going to our website, www.anglingreport.com, and clicking on “File a Report.” For
details about how to do custom searches for Angler Network Reports on our website, see page 2 of this issue.

 Subscriber Peter Schweikhardt had
some trepidations about his planned stay
at Andros South Lodge in the Bahamas
this past December, booked for him by
The Fly Shop (www.theflyshop.com), but
he came away from the experience very
pleased. He writes:
“Andros South is a Deneki Outdoors property (www.deneki.com) on
Andros Island in the Bahamas. I was
initially somewhat concerned about
booking with an outfit that operates,
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in all, five lodges around the world. I
mean, I don’t even like to go to chain
restaurants, so how good would a ‘chain
lodge’ be? Not to worry. Andros South,
offered both the lodging and the fishing I needed for a perfect week of flats
fishing.
“The lodge itself is a bit bare-bones,
but I don’t look for luxury in fishing
lodges. The ‘bonefish bum’ vibe was just
right. The fishing was, as always at a flats
destination, weather dependent, inas-
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much as sun is required for sighting fish,
and wind, above a certain threshold, can
compromise casting to them. Overall, I
liked the Andros bonefish experience a
lot. The fish are decent sized, abundant,
and not too spooky. One of my guides actually violated the flats guides’ creed by
debunking the narrative that bonefish are
supernaturally picky and can be caught
only by perfect casts, perfect flies, and
light tippet. He leaned toward standard
Gotchas and advocated 16- to 20-pound
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tippet, of which (in his words) you can
get a lifetime supply from Walmart for
$10. This was refreshing.
“As for specifics of the fishing, I
caught bonefish every day, but my numbers were very dependent on weather.
Based on my experience, on a clear day
without excessive wind, two fairly proficient anglers sharing a skiff here can expect around 10 to 20 hookups, including
a handful of fish in the four- to six-pound
range. My biggest weighed seven to eight
pounds. Wading anglers would likely do
a bit better in ideal conditions, since they
can fish simultaneously and the flats here
are large, making for long wading sessions.
“As noted, Andros South Lodge is a
pretty basic place. Rooms are small and
Spartan, but they’re single, and they have
private, full baths and fully functional
a/c. If your buddy snores, you’ll appreciate that he’ll be sleeping next door to
you. The rooms are thoroughly cleaned
and made up daily, so you can track lots
of sand in to replace yesterday’s mess.
Food is fresh and well prepared but not
what I could call ‘gourmet.’ It is cooked
and served by charming and friendly
Bahamian women who feed you like
Mom did. They don’t understand the
concept of a ‘small slice of cake.’ There’s
not much common space at the lodge for
chatting after hours, and the small rooms
don’t lend themselves to socializing
either. The solution is to linger at the dinner table, at the few tables outside, or at
the small thatched tiki bar on the beach.
Beer and wine are gratis and for the taking from very well-stocked refrigerators
located in the dining room and tiki bar.
Everyone at the lodge, including management and all workers, are uniformly
pleasant, helpful, and hardworking. It is
a pleasure to spend time at Andros South.
“Andros South offers good-quality
loaner gear if needed, including wading
boots. They also provide flies and tippet,
if you request, all at no cost. Guides here
rotate through clients on a daily basis so
I had four different guides in the course
of six fishing days. There are both advantages and disadvantages to this. I found
two of my four guides quite a bit better
than the other two, but the rotation policy
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precluded my ‘locking up’ my favorite
guide if I return. On the other hand, I
won’t get one of the less capable guides
for the whole week either. To be clear,
all Andros South guides are good, and
all spot fish well. I just preferred some to
others.
“The flats skiffs here are not
launched from the lodge. Anglers and
gear are transported south for about 10
minutes each day in a van to the mouth
of Little Creek, where guides meet their
clients. At day’s end, anglers are dropped
at Little Creek again and transported
back to the lodge. This setup makes for
a somewhat regimented fishing day and
makes guides clock watchers. An early
start or extended return would not fit well

with the land transfer schedule. On the
other hand, the fishing day of 8 AM to
4 PM was not unreasonably short, and
the transit and guides were invariably
punctual.
“There is an impressive amount of
good water to fish in South Andros, but
some of it requires making pretty long
runs, which cuts into fishing time. Little
Creek itself is a good area, and it also
affords access to the excellent west side
of Andros (also called the ‘back’ of Andros). Other fishing areas require considerable travel south along the somewhat
unprotected coast, and that can be problematic in certain weather conditions.
The extreme south end of South Andros
(the Water Cays and Curly Cut Cays)
offers spectacular, seemingly endless
wadeable flats with enormous schools of
bonefish, including some large fish, but it
takes a good hour to reach this area from
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Little Creek.
“Speaking of schools of fish, the
guides here seem to vary with regard
to their attitude toward fishing them.
Some clearly prefer fishing to singles
and doubles, apparently thinking this is
more challenging fishing that offers shots
at bigger fish. Others were happy to find
and fish schools if clients requested that.
If you are a novice flats angler and you
want lots of shots at fish so you can get
comfortable with bonefishing techniques,
you may wish to request a guide who
likes to fish schools.
“The bottom line? Andros South
has a very attractive rate for early-season
bookings ($1,000 per week discount
October through January). I don’t know
if that is offered every year, but it was
definitely a consideration for us. Another
nice policy is that there is no surcharge
for a single. Rooms are single occupancy,
and they will match you with another
single for fishing, if one is available. If
one is not available, they will set you
up with one-on-one guiding at no extra
charge other than the requirement that
you pay a ‘full’ guide tip. This was great
for a group like ours that consisted of an
odd number of anglers. I’ll definitely be
going back to Andros South!”
Postscript: Schweikhardt gives the cost
of his weeklong stay as $3,600. He notes
that his group had an odd airline experience on the way to South Andros: “Our
flight from Nassau to South Andros was
on a small airline called Western Air. The
flight departed about 30 minutes early!
If you take this flight, leave ample time
for the connection from your US/Nassau
flight, and don’t hang out in the bar until
what you thought was boarding time.”
 Subscriber John Buker gives his trip
to No See Um Lodge (www.noseeumlodge.com) in Alaska this past September a rave review. No See Um is a topof-the-line, daily fly-out facility that provides access to the Lower Talarik, Copper, Kvichak, Battle, and Kulik Rivers,
among others in the greater Iliamna area.
Buker says he booked his trip directly
with the lodge owner, John Holman, at
john@noseeumlodge.com. He has this to
say about the experience of fishing there:
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“This trip starts with a commercial
flight to Anchorage on Sunday, where
you have to overnight. The next morning
the lodge provides a 90-minute charter
flight to King Salmon airport, where you
are met by the lodge pilots and transferred
to the company’s three floatplanes for
the half-hour flight to the lodge. At full
capacity, the lodge takes 12 anglers. The
species available include various salmon,
grayling, and char, but the primary target, as far as I am concerned, is rainbow
trout. Tactics that work for rainbows
change with the seasons. Depending on
your preference and the time of year,
you can dry fly, nymph, streamer, and/or
bead (salmon egg imitation) fish. I prefer
catching rainbows with beads at the end
of the season, when you can take the biggest fish of the year. This last trip we had
good weather (45 to 65 degrees) and fast
fishing every day (40-plus rainbows per
day). My largest rainbow was a 28-incher.
Several over 30 inches were caught by
other anglers.
“The fishing here was mostly done
by float fishing and wade fishing. The
lodge’s three Beaver floatplanes flew us
to a different river each day, which means
we fished six rivers in six days. We had
grizzlies keeping us company most days
as they gorged on salmon. No issues with
aggression. One day we drift-fished out
of skiffs that the lodge keeps stashed at
the top of the Kvichak River. All other
days we wade-fished. On some rivers,
the lodge kept jet boats stashed near the
plane’s landing area to run us upriver to
good spots.
“The wading here is pretty easy, with
most river bottoms containing small river
stones and gravel. There is some hiking
involved and you do have to cross tundra

at times, which is like climbing up and
down the same three stairs over and over.
I’d guess that the longest hike was about
a mile to a mile and a half. I used Korker
boots with Vibram soles, and they worked
fine. I was comfortable the whole time in
a wading jacket and fleece top. Wool cap
and gloves felt good on the boat rides. A
7 wt. was the perfect rod for the rainbows.
“As for problems on the trip, some
guys had slow days on certain rivers
when they didn’t get to the best holes
first. That was the exception, mind you.
Our pilots and guides got us into the air
as early as possible, and it paid off. As for

persons. The fishing the lodge has on tap
is not very technical. A person who wants
to learn to fly fish will have a good time
here, he says.
“In summary, I have been to three
Alaska lodges in the general area of No
See Um Lodge, and I’ve chosen to return
to this one six times. It is a very well-run
operation with a good safety record, family-style hospitality, and outstanding fishing. I am looking forward to next year.”
Postscript: Buker gives the cost of his
trip this past year as $9,200, including the
charter flight to and from Anchorage to
King Salmon.

highlights, a personal one was catching so
many big fish on the Lower Talarik that
by the end of the day I was hoping the
next hookup wouldn’t be another big one
because I was stumbling-tired of chasing
big fish down the tundra riverbanks in
order to land them.
“Your Trip Report Form asks if there
are activities for non-fishing companions.
I asked owner John Holman about this,
and he said he has tried to accommodate
non-fishing folks, but it is difficult unless
they come there wanting to learn how
to fly fish. He says they have had good
success working with first-time fly fisher-

 Subscriber Kenneth Spint has only
good things to say about a weeklong stay
at Henry’s Fork Lodge in Idaho this past
February. He says the trip was booked for
him by Yellow Dog Fly Fishing (www.
yellowdogflyfishing.com). He and a companion fished the Henry’s Fork downstream of the lodge, as well as Sheridan
Lake and Creek, taking mostly rainbows
with a few browns and whitefish mixed
in. Spint describes the lodge as an excellent facility. “We built a fire each night
in our room. The place is beautifully
decorated without being fussy. Very accommodating staff. Beautiful Navaho rug
collection on the walls/floors. The food
was plentiful and excellent.”
Spint gives the cost of his trip for two
persons, including four days of guided
fishing, lodging, and staff/guide tips, as
around $11,000. “I recommend this place
and plan on returning, but I always say
that when I really enjoy a destination.
I could also just go back and just fish
Sheridan Creek where there are some really big fish that mostly evaded my fly.
You have only one cast at them.”

And Finally . . .

An Update on Fanning Island
by Tim Welch
Don Causey Note: Continuing subscribers will remember our Page 1 report last month on the opening of Fanning Island, an atoll in the South Pacific not so very far from Christmas Island. That report indicated that The Fly
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Shop in California (www.theflyshop.
com) was going to conduct a series of
exploratory trips to Fanning Island this
winter and spring. Well, the first group
has just returned as this issue goes to
press. No firsthand report was avail-
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able yet, but Honor Roll subscriber Tim
Welch talked to several of the returning
fishermen and came up with this interim report. Welch is almost wholly responsible for bringing this destination
to the attention of traveling anglers and
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inspiring The Fly Shop to cobble together a groundbreaking development
plan that involves anglers and surfers
sharing the same facility. The surfing
entity that is involved is called Pegasus
Lodges (www.pegasuslodges.com). The
angling/surfing alliance that has been
formed here may be replicable in other
parts of the world. Not to worry if some
of Welch’s conclusions here seem a bit
downbeat. Problems are expected on
exploratory trips. Here at The Angling
Report, we are cautiously optimistic
about the future of Fanning Island and
on the prospect of anglers and surfers
collaborating on the opening of other
new areas that might never be feasible
as single-activity destinations. Enjoy!
anning Island is a treasure, but
at this point it is clearly still a
diamond in the rough, based
on the feedback I got from the first
group of anglers to return from there.
There were four anglers in the group,
and they were led by The Fly Shop’s
Christiaan Pretorius. Here are the conclusions I came to after talking to the
anglers:
• Transportation to and from the
atoll at this point is unpredictable and
excruciatingly slow. Delays of a full
day are possible on the trip to and from
Christmas Island. Getting around on
the island is also tediously slow at this
point. To reach some areas right now
anglers will have to walk long distances through difficult coral and bush.
• Due mostly to a recent migration of
settlers (Kiribati citizens from Tarawa),
there has been an increase in netting
within the lagoon, and it has seriously
impacted the local bonefishery. Despite
this, the returning anglers report there
are fish in areas where locals have not
worked. Bottom line, there was general
disappointment about the bonefishing.
• At this point, there is just one good
guide on Fanning Island. His name is
Christmas and he is a brother of Teannaki, a well-known guide on Christmas
Island. The other guides are little more
than rod caddies at this point. If you
need a guide to spot fish for you or
direct you to likely spots, you will be
disappointed.

F
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• There is very little food to buy
on Fanning Island. The returning anglers say they are glad they brought
some basic foodstuffs with them from
Christmas Island. The returning anglers
chose to spend a good part of their time
camping in a remote area, away from
the provided lodging, so their food
experience may not be indicative of
what others will experience. Still, the
camp food was not up to reasonable
standards, according to the trip reports
I reviewed. Here is what one of them
had to say on the subject: “We had to
survive with what we could find on the
island. We had some rice and tuna, rice
and snapper, rice and pork, bananas,
coconuts, and a lot of two-minute
noodles!”

• While the bonefishery has been negatively impacted since my visit to Fanning in 2008, the group still reported
catching a few eight- to nine-pound fish
(one was close to 10 pounds), and the
fishing for GTs up to 50 pounds on the
outside coral edges was tremendous.
Surprisingly, they say the Napoleon
Wrasse fishing at high tide surpassed
what they experienced in Seychelles.
One angler said he saw more Nappies
in a single day on Fanning than he did
in a whole season in Seychelles.
• The group of four anglers landed
more than 30 GTs in a week. In their
estimation, this was more than has been
landed recently on nearby Christmas
Island over any average two months.
Importantly, an average week on
Christmas sees more than 70 fishermen
on the flats! Because of the scarcity of
bonefish in the lagoon, the anglers say
they spent most of their time fishing the
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outside reef for the abundant GTs and
Napoleons.
• There are three reef passages on
Fanning. You can see them clearly on
Google Earth, by the way, which offers an incredible view of the entire
lagoon. Two of the passes are fishable:
Irapa, in the so-called wilderness to
the northwest of the atoll; and Maggie’s Point, on the northeast side of the
atoll. Maggie’s Point is named after the
alarmingly beautiful Magali, daughter
of Bruno Delala, a French expat who
lives on Fanning. Bonefish and trevally were scarce at Irapa, so the anglers
on this first trip moved their camp to
Maggie, where they fished inside and
outside the lagoon with good success.
Here is how Christiaan Pretorius described the success he had one morning
at Maggie’s Point: “Matt and I arrived
on the flat just past 7 AM, and we
started seeing small GTs right away.
We landed around 20 between us. The
biggest weighed around 16 pounds. It
was a very enjoyable morning. On our
way back to the camp to have breakfast, I had a shot at a Napoleon that I
estimated to weigh 130-plus pounds. I
actually hooked the fish and fought him
for at least 10 minutes until he broke
me off on the coral. This was, without a
doubt, the fish of a lifetime.”
• In the period 1992–1996, Richard
Gushman of Honolulu spent time on
Fanning living aboard IHIKAI, his
64-foot motor launch. He told me that
about 300 local people lived on the
island at that time, and it was paradise in every sense. There was some
subsistence netting, but not enough to
hurt the fishery. He tells me he thinks
it will take up to five years for the atoll
to fully recover its lagoon bonefish
population, and then only if no further
netting takes place. Gushman supports
and actually runs lagoon studies of
bonefish populations throughout the
Pacific from his business in Honolulu,
so his opinion has to be taken seriously.
The question today is whether the new
Pegasus Lodges/Fly Shop joint venture
can work in coordination with the government on Fanning and in Tarawa to
develop a sustainable enterprise. This
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effort is being supported by a team
from Sustainable Travel International
(www.sustainabletravel.org), a nonprofit that works with local governments and eco-enterprises like this
one. Anglers planning to go to Fanning
have an obligation to educate themselves on what is at stake on Fanning
and in other rare places where efforts
are under way to implement tourismfunded sustainable-use conservation
programs. What’s at risk for the locals
is nothing less than the possible loss of
their natural beauty, their culture, and
even their well-being.
Several more Fanning trips are
planned for 2017, and all of them
should be considered “adventure

trips,” if not outright exploratories.
You can find out about them through
The Fly Shop. I also welcome inquiries from interested anglers at the following address: Twelch@wa-net.com.
I fully expect the upcoming trips to
get more and more solid as time goes
along. Early planned improvements
include small cottages for guests,
inflatable boats for transportation,
local hydroponic food sources, outlier campsites, and more reliable air
charters to and from Christmas Island.
Also, the prospects for better fishing
are definitely there if the planned coordination takes place and all parties live
up to their promises. Going to Fanning
is a true blessing. Go if you have the

chance!
Postscript: The two upcoming trips
are scheduled for February 28 through
March 7; and April 11 through 18,
2017. Cost is $4,500, which includes
the roundtrip charter flight on Air Kiribati from Christmas to Fanning; a required Foreigner Fee of $60 per person
per day (total $360) that goes directly
to the Island Council to jumpstart resource protection efforts; all meals;
guides; and transportation on Fanning.
The only things not included are international airfare to and from Christmas
Island, flies, tackle, general fishing
equipment, and medical evacuation
coverage. The latter can be arranged
through The Fly Shop.

Back of the Book
All items in this section are paid advertisements. Ads cost $1.50 per word. They are published as a reader service. For more details on our ad rates and policies,
contact Mike Lyons, The Angling Report, 4431 Greenwich Parkway, Washington, DC 20007 Tel: 202-770-9942. E-mail: mike@anglingreport.com.

The Best of New Zealand Fly Fishing
For over 25 years, we have specialized exclusively in New
Zealand fishing and travel. Fly fishing is our central focus,
but we are experts in many other activities available in New
Zealand.
We create exclusive fishing programs, as well as sightseeing
and other nature-based activities. Call for a brochure or visit
New Zealand’s most exciting fishing site.
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Contact Information
MikeMcClelland
Tel.: 800-528-6129
E-mail:
info@BestofNZ.net

www.BestofNZflyfishing.com
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Fly Fish for Redfish
Year-Round

“Join Global Rescue.
They’re a well-tested
provider of medical
services and evacuation.”
National Geographic

Specializing in fly fishing, catch
and release. Accommodations for
up to eight guests. Six flats boats
running.
• Capt. Gregg Arnold •
• 504-237-6742 •
• www.giantreds.com •
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Tel.: 800-381-9754 / 617-459-4200

www.GlobalRescue.com/AnglingReport
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 NEW ZEALAND 

Trout Fishing

Stalking, and sight casting to large wild brown trout in crystal clear waters •
Award winning luxury lodge surrounded by 3 National parks and dozens of
rivers & streams • Heli-fishing into remote pristine wilderness a specialty.

See Angling Report Dec 2010 Vol 23 no.12 or send for our free DVD • info@stoneflylodge.co.nz • www.stoneflylodge.co.nz
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